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The history of life on Earth has been shaped by a series of major evolutionary innovations.

6

While some of these innovations occur repeatedly, some of the most important evolutionary

7

innovations (e.g., the origin of life itself, eukaryotes, or the genetic code) are evolutionary

8

singularities, arising just once in the history of life. This historical fact has often been in-

9

terpreted to mean that singularities are particularly difficult, low-probability evolutionary

10

events, thus making the long-term course of life on Earth highly contingent on their chance

11

appearances. Alternatively, singularities may arise from evolutionary priority effects, where

12

first-movers suppress subsequent independent origins. Here, we disentangle these hypothe-

13

ses by examining a distinctive innovation: phototrophy. The ability to use light to generate

14

metabolic energy evolved twice, preserving information about the origins of rare, transfor-

15

mative innovations that is lost when examining singular innovations. We show that the two

16

forms of phototrophy occupy opposite ends of several key trade-offs: efficiency of light cap-

17

ture vs. return on investment in protein infrastructure, dependence on limiting nutrients vs.

18

metabolic versatility, and complexity vs. simplicity. Our results suggest that the ‘dual singu-

19

larity’ of phototrophy exists due to evolutionary interactions between nascent phototrophs,

20

with phototrophic niche space too large for a first mover to fill all niches and fully suppress fu-

1
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21

ture innovation but not so large as to support many mature innovations. While often ignored

22

over geological time scales, ecological interactions and evolutionary priority effects may play

23

a fundamental role in the tempo and mode of major evolutionary innovations.

24

Introduction

25

Life has been profoundly shaped by a series of evolutionary innovations. From the origin of

26

life via prebiotic chemistry in the Hadean through to the more recent evolution of multicellular

27

organisms, these innovations have extended the upper reaches of organismal complexity and

28

fundamentally changed the state of the biosphere. Some critical innovations have recurred many

29

times across the tree of life, while others have occurred just once in all of history. Given their impact

30

on ecological and evolutionary dynamics, understanding the origin and spread of key biological

31

innovations is fundamental to understanding history of life on Earth.

32

Some major evolutionary innovations have occurred many times. Multicellularity, for instance, is

33

ubiquitous on today’s Earth and has evolved at least 25 times from unicellular ancestors1 . Perhaps

34

even more surprisingly, complex multicellularity has evolved at least six times among the metazoans,

35

embryophytes, red algae, brown algae, and 8-11 times in fungi2–4 . Putative multicellular fossils

36

are observed all the way back to 2.1-2.4 billion years ago5, 6 , indicating that this innovation has

37

a long history. Other evolutionary transitions in individuality have also evolved repeatedly in

38

diverse lineages, including endosymbiosis and superorganismality7 , as have innovations such as

39

C4 photosynthesis8 and tetrapod powered flight9 . Given their repeated evolution, none of these

2
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40

innovations appear to be evolutionarily ‘difficult’.

41

Several of the most important innovations and transitions in the history of life, however, are those

42

which have apparently occurred only once (Figure 1). The origin of life from abiotic chemistry is

43

arguably the greatest evolutionary innovation in history, along with the nearly immediate origin and

44

crystallization of the genetic code and a system of stable heredity10 . The origin of eukaryotes via a

45

symbiosis between an archaebacterium and proteobacterium11, 12 was then perhaps the greatest single

46

innovation since life’s origin. Eukaryogenesis is often considered to have been highly contingent on

47

chance events, more than any other transition. Lane et al. call it a restrictive, singular bottleneck13

48

by which an extremely unlikely event (endosymbiosis of mitochondria) is a prerequisite for complex

49

life of any kind14 . The existence of such unique, impactful innovations has led some to conclude

50

that the history of life on Earth is sensitive to the presence and timing of these rare events, and that

51

most possible biospheres would therefore not possess the complexity and scale that ours does15 .

52

These evolutionary singularities are notoriously difficult to study21 . They could of course

53

represent extremely rare chance events or restrictive bottlenecks that we only see due to anthropic

54

selection effects15 . But they could also represent ‘frozen accidents’ by which a single lineage

55

experienced a winner-take-all effect, deterministic necessities which could only occur one way, or

56

could be the result of evolutionary attrition, in which a large number of original innovators were

57

winnowed down21 . Unfortunately, there is little information left in the modern day, hundreds of

58

millions or billions of years after the singular event occurred, that would allow us to distinguish

3
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Figure 1: The history and approximate timing of major innovations and evolutionary transitions
in Earth’s biosphere. The origin of life, the freezing of the genetic code, and eukaryogenesis are
evolutionary singularities as they were major innovations which occurred just once. Complex multicellularity has evolved at least six times across at least the last 1.6 billion years2, 3, 5 . Phototrophic
metabolism has evolved twice, via chlorophototrophy and retinalophototrophy. Chlorophototrophy
dates to at least 3.5 billion years ago with the oldest unequivocal photosynthetic microbial mats16, 17 ,
though some argue for older dates18 . The origin of retinalophototrophy is uncertain due to its lack
of preservation in the fossil record, and could date from anywhere between the Hadean to shortly
before the rise of animals, but is more likely to be ancient1920 . This dual singularity provides unique
insight into the nature and process of evolutionary innovation.
59

between these mechanisms. In this paper, we circumvent these limitations by examining evolution

60

of phototrophy (the ability to use light as an energy source), which has independently evolved twice

61

and thus retains information about its origin that has been lost in true singularities.

62

The evolution of phototrophy is one of the most significant events in the history of life on

63

Earth. It is one of the oldest evolutionary innovations discussed here, occurring at least 3.5 billion

64

years ago16, 17 with some arguing for earlier dates18 . The capture of light energy into metabolism

65

allowed an enormous increase in the sheer scale of Earth’s biosphere. Without the use of radiant

66

light energy to power metabolism in phototrophs and build biomass in photosynthesizers, the only

67

reasonable mechanism for primary production by the early biosphere was chemolithoautotrophy

68

utilizing geologically and atmospherically produced redox couples22, 23 . This puts a low ceiling

4
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69

on the potential primary production of biomass in a nonphotosynthetic biosphere (Supplemental

70

Figure 1). Photosynthesis is thus the key factor allowing the existence of the large, high-biomass,

71

geochemically significant modern biosphere, transforming the composition of both the atmosphere24

72

and the geosphere25 over geological time.

73

Unlike other biosphere-transforming innovations, the ability to use light for metabolic energy

74

appears to have evolved independently twice, via retinalophototrophy and chlorophototrophy. As

75

the only such ‘dual singularity’, it preserves information on the evolutionary factors underpinning

76

the origin of rare, impactful innovations that have been lost in true singularities. By examining their

77

properties and evolutionary histories, we find that chlorophototrophy and retinalophototrophy have

78

precisely partitioned phototrophic niche space. They occupy opposite ends of critical trade-offs

79

between efficiency per unit resource versus efficiency per unit infrastructure, use of rare limiting

80

nutrients versus metabolic versatility, and complexity versus simplicity. This deep complementarity

81

suggests that phototrophy has evolved twice because phototrophic niche space is too large for

82

an initial first mover to fully suppress future innovation, but too small to support many separate

83

innovations. Together, this work highlights the critical role of evolutionary priority effects in the

84

evolution of biological innovations, and suggests that the origins of evolutionary singularities may

85

be less constrained or contingent than is widely believed.
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86

Chlorophototrophy

87

Named for the chlorophyll and bacteriochlorophyll pigments that absorb light, chlorophototrophs

88

drive both energy metabolism and redox chemistry via light. Found in cyanobacteria and at least

89

seven other phototrophic clades of bacteria26, 27 , it is responsible for the vast majority of primary

90

production of biomass on Earth as well as much of the energy metabolism of organisms which

91

possess it. Approximately 9,000 teramoles of carbon are fixed by chlorophototrophs annually28 ,

92

primarily via oxygenic photosynthesis (Supplemental Figure 1).

93

The functional unit of the chlorophototrophic machinery is the photochemical reaction center,

94

or RC. These large membrane-bound protein complexes are all descended from an ancestral

95

homodimer29 , with some diversifying into heterodimers and some accumulating numerous accessory

96

subunits29, 30 . All chlorophototrophic reaction centers push electrons to more reducing potentials

97

via chlorophyll and bacteriochlorophyll photochemistry, either passing these electrons to electron

98

carriers which can be used to fix biomass or energizing an electron transport chain to produce

99

biologically available energy (Figure 2 A,B). Electrons may be pulled from elsewhere in metabolism

100

via soluble cytochromes, or in the case of cyanobacterial Photosystem II, water itself. Chlorophyll

101

and bacteriochlorophyll pigments are biochemically derived from porphyrins and evolutionarily

102

related to heme, as indicated by the similarity of their biosynthesis23, 31, 32 . Three central pairs of

103

chlorophyll molecules in a transmembrane protein core represent the conserved engine of charge

104

separation with one photo-excited chlorophyll donating an electron to another. Additional ‘antenna’

105

chlorophylls in each reaction center allow absorption of light with a higher cross-section per reaction
6
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106

center, with energy transferred from chlorophyll to chlorophyll via resonance transfer. The mass of

107

the conserved core reaction center is approximately 150 kilodaltons33 and when including these

108

integrated antennas it can reach more than 350 kilodaltons34 . Light-gathering capacity is further

109

enhanced by the presence a remarkably diverse array of independently-evolved pigment-bearing

110

accessory antenna complexes3536 , which further transfer their absorbed energy into the reaction

111

center.

112

Chlorophototrophy is found only in eubacteria and in eukaryotes that have taken up photosynthetic

113

cyanobacteria as plastid organelles, with no known archaeal chlorophototrophs. The distribution

114

of chlorophototrophy within the eubacteria is patchy37 , with chlorophototrophic clades scattered

115

across the bacterial tree. Horizontal gene transfer is likely responsible for at least some of the

116

distribution of chlorophototrophy across the tree of life with transfer positively identified into the

117

Gemmatimonadetes, and within clades of the Proteobacteria and Chloroflexi38–40 . However this

118

process is rare at best with horizontal transfer requiring over 30 genes to move between species, and

119

the relative importance of horizontal versus vertical transfer outside these examples is ambiguous41 .

120

The chlorophototrophic machinery has diversified significantly over time, with different lineages

121

containing machinery that while operating from the same mechanistic basis has been adapted for

122

different purposes. The deepest split in the evolutionary tree of photochemical reaction center

123

proteins is that between type I and type II reaction centers (Figure 2 A and B). Type I reaction centers

124

contain iron-sulfur clusters and are tuned to more reducing redox potentials, pushing electrons from

7
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125

cytochromes or other soluble electron carriers to ferredoxin using light energy (Figure 2 A). Type

126

II reaction centers are tuned to more oxidizing redox potentials, boosting electrons to membrane-

127

soluble quinones from cytochromes (Figure 2 B) or, in the case of cyanobacterial photosystem II,

128

directly from water. While type I reaction centers produce a highly reduced electron carrier capable

129

of driving either carbon fixation pathways or energy metabolism, the quinone reduced by type II

130

reaction centers cannot drive carbon fixation directly and instead can only directly drive an electron

131

transport chain, typically consisting of a cytochrome bc complex42, 43 .

132

Retinalophototrophy

133

Retinalophototrophy, the second independent origin of phototrophy, was only discovered in the

134

1970s via investigation of the phototrophic mechanism of haloarchaea44 . The retinalophototrophic

135

system is far simpler than chlorophototrophy, consisting of a single 26-28 kilodalton transmembrane

136

protein, known as a microbial or ‘type-1’ rhodopsin (Figure 2 C). It is covalently bound to a

137

single pigment molecule known as retinal, derived from the oxidative splitting of a carotenoid

138

via a dioxygenase45 . In a few cases, such as the xanthorhodopsins, a single additional carotenoid

139

molecule is bound to the exterior of the protein and functions as a miniature integral ‘antenna’46 .

140

Microbial rhodopsins directly pump protons across a cell membrane rather than engaging in

141

redox chemistry. Light-driven isomerization of the retinal pigment pumps a single proton per

142

absorbed photon across the membrane through the rhodopsin channel47 , meaning the system is

143

self-contained and does not require additional electron transport chain components to extract energy.
8
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Figure 2: Simplified illustration of the three main types of phototrophic metabolism. A) Chlorophototrophy, type I reaction center. A photon is absorbed by one of a diverse array of antenna complexes
(dark green) and passed as an exciton via Förster resonance to chlorophyll or bacteriochlorophyll
molecules (small dark green spots) within the dimeric photosynthetic reaction center (light green).
A type I reaction center is illustrated acquiring an electron via a cytochrome derived from an
environmental reducing agent, boosting it via light energy to a low redox potential, and passing it
via iron-sulfur clusters (red) to ferredoxin (brown) which can be used to build biomass via carbon
and nitrogen fixation. B) Chlorophototrophy, type II reaction center illustrated passing electrons to a
quinone electron acceptor, allowing for simple cyclic electron transfer via cytochrome bc1 (complex
III) (orange) and the pumping of two protons per absorbed photon. C) Retinalophototrophy. A
single molecule of retinal (purple) is bound to a microbial rhodopsin membrane protein (pink).
Absorption of a photon causes one proton to be pumped the exterior of the cell, upon which it can
participate in chemiosmotic ATP production via the membrane ATP synthase (blue).
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144

Some rhodopsins, not directly involved in phototrophy, are also capable of pumping ions such as

145

chloride or sodium and others function as light sensors48 . While there are no known autotrophs

146

able to fix biomass from CO2 using only the energy derived from microbial rhodopsins, the energy

147

generated by this system appears to be quite important for many photoheterotrophs. This energy

148

can prevent starvation in marine bacteria49, 50 , and is extensively used to supplement heterotrophic

149

metabolism: the quantity of light absorbed by retinalophototrophs in the ocean is thought to be at

150

least as large as that absorbed by chlorophototrophs51 .

151

The phylogenetic ubiquity of microbial rhodopsins, in contrast to the patchy distribution of

152

chlorophototrophy, has only been fully appreciated in the last two decades. Approximately half

153

of marine bacterial cells, from many taxa, bear diverse bacterial rhodopsin genes52, 53 . In addition

154

to haloarchaea, they are present in marine bacteria54 , marine archaea55 , fungi56 , and heterotrophic

155

marine eukaryotes57–59 . They are known to acidify cellular compartments via pumping protons,

156

and in some taxa are among the most highly expressed proteins59 , contributing significantly to the

157

cell’s energy budget. Rhodopsins have even been discovered in metagenomes of Heimdallarchaea,

158

a member of the Asgard archaea considered a likely sister to the archaeal ancestor of eukaryotes60 ,

159

and in numerous marine viruses61, 62 .

160

Microbial rhodopsins are exemplars of horizontal gene transfer, explaining its cosmopolitan

161

distribution across the tree of life63 . If a microbe contains a functional carotenoid synthesis pathway,

162

retinalophototrophy may be transferred into the cell via a simple two-gene cassette consisting of the

10
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163

rhodopsin itself and an enzyme that oxidatively cleaves a carotenoid into retinal. If no carotenoid

164

synthesis pathway exists, a total of five genes are required, constituting a basic carotenoid synthesis

165

pathway alongside these genes64, 65 . Gene cassettes of these types are widely observed in bacteria

166

and archaea. Due to this ease of horizontal gene transfer, the evolutionary origin of microbial

167

rhodopsins remains unclear.

168

Mechanistic comparison of phototrophic systems

169

The differences between chlorophototrophy and retinalophototrophy are manifold. They represent

170

independent origins of phototrophic metabolism, derived from different metabolic cofactors shaped

171

into photoactive pigments and representing different trade-offs and strategies in the space of possible

172

phototrophic metabolisms (Table 1). By abstracting away from their fine details and looking at

173

gross compositions and the products of their metabolisms (Figure 3) the major differences between

174

them may be understood more easily.

175

One of the greatest differences between retinalophototrophs and chlorophototrophs is the effi-

176

ciency of conversion of light energy into biologically available energy. Chlorophototrophs have a

177

significantly higher energy yield per captured photon than retinalophototrophs. Retinalophototrophic

178

machinery pumps one proton per photon across the cell membrane, while the chlorophototrophic

179

machinery is capable of pumping multiple protons per photon. Most commonly two protons are

180

pumped per photon, via a a cytochome bc proton-pumping complex (related to mitochondrial

181

complex III) or an alternative complex III passing electrons between quinones and cytochromes. Up
11
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Table 1: Attributes of Chlorophototrophy and Retinalophototrophy

Chlorophototrophy

Microbial Rhodopsins

Distribution

Bacteria (and plastids)

Bacteria, Archaea, Eukarya

Active unit

≤350 kDa dimeric reaction center

single ∼27 kDa protein

Required genes

∼30

2 to 5

Mechanism

Electron transport chain

Direct proton pump

Pigment

Chlorophyll / Bacteriochlorophyll

Retinal

Pigments evolved via

Porphyrins

Carotenoids

Antenna pigments?

Diverse and abundant

One carotenoid in xanthorhodopsins

Products per cycle

One electron (or ∼2 protons pumped)

One proton pumped

Used for

Energy, Carbon and Nitrogen fixation

Energy

Speed

Up to 350 electrons s-1 RC-1

Up to 50 protons s-1

Comparison of ecologically and evolutionarily relevant differences between chlorophototrophic
reaction-center-based and retinalophototrophic microbial-rhodopsin-based phototrophy.

A

B

Fe

Fe

Biomass

Figure 3: Schematic illustrating relevant functional differences between retinalophototrophy and
chlorophototrophy. A) Chlorophototrophic functional units have very high absorption cross sections
due to light-gathering antenna pigments (dark green), very high protein mass per functional unit
(light green), use iron ions in their internal structure (orange) in addition to protein and organic
pigments, and either conserve large amounts of energy per photon or are capable of contributing to
biomass production. B) Functional units in retinalophototrophy have very small absorption cross
sections (purple), little protein mass (pink), and conserve low energy per photon.
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182

to four protons per photon is possible for some fraction of electrons in oxygenic phototrophs when

183

a type I reaction center is used with electrons passing from ferredoxin through a complex I-like

184

NDH complex and cytochrome b6 f66–68 . However the difference in available energy may be even

185

greater than this ratio would indicate, as microbial rhodopsins are incapable of pumping against a

186

membrane polarization of 200 mV69 , which is lower than the proton motive force generated by

187

respiratory electron transport chains. The electron transport chains of chlorophototrophs are thus

188

able to conserve more energy per proton than rhodopsins are by reaching a higher membrane voltage.

189

Furthermore, electrons energized by some chlorophototrophic reaction centers may be passed to

190

electron carriers such as ferredoxin and NADPH, or the high proton-motive force they generate

191

can be used to force reverse electron flow through a respiratory electron transport chain into these

192

carriers for carbon and nitrogen fixation. Retinalophototrophs are unable to produce biomass de

193

novo using their phototrophic machinery, likely due to their low maximum proton-motive force

194

being insufficient to allow reverse electron flow.

195

The material composition of the phototrophic machinery in retinalophototrophs and chloropho-

196

totrophs is also quite different. While microbial rhodopsins consist of a single 27 kDa protein

197

molecule attached to one or two photoactive cofactors per functional unit, chlorophototrophic

198

reaction centers consist of 2-4 core protein molecules and a number of accessory proteins per

199

functional unit with a mass of up to 350 kDa70 , with a large number of diverse photopigments bound

200

to each complex. Moreover, nearly every chlorophototrophic reaction center is associated with

201

multiple diverse antenna complexes, which both greatly increases the absorption cross section per

13
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202

functional unit and can bring the total protein mass per functional unit into the megadaltons or even

203

more36, 71 . This increased absorption cross section leads to a significantly greater efficiency in terms

204

of captured biological energy per unit incident light at low light intensities for chlorophototrophs, at

205

the expense of saturation at relatively low light levels.

206

Another relevant difference between chlorophototrophs and retinalophototrophs is the requirement

207

for iron in the chlorophototrophic machinery. While bacterial rhodopsins are entirely composed

208

of protein and organic molecules, every known chlorophototrophic reaction center contains iron

209

atoms. All type I reaction centers contain at least 4 in an Fe-S cluster, with up to 12 in the case of

210

Photosystem I of cyanobacteria and 14 in the case of Acidobacteria and Chlorobi72, 73 . All type II

211

reaction centers contain one Fe2+ ion bound at the interface between subunits with additional heme

212

irons present in Photosystem II of cyanobacteria70 and an integral cytochrome with additional heme

213

irons present in the reaction centers of many other lineages27, 74, 75 . All known electron transport

214

chains that chlorophototrophic reaction centers participate in also utilize iron in their proton-

215

pumping components, with 6 iron atoms present in each subunit of cyanobacterial cytochrome b6 f76

216

and the NDH complex used for circular electron flow around Photosystem I containing at least

217

twelve or possibly more66, 67 . Certain picocyanobacteria reduce their electron transport chains to a

218

form which requires nearly only the iron atoms in the photosystems themselves (biased towards

219

photosystem II with fewer iron atoms) and an alternative oxidase, but this comes at the expense of

220

depressing proton yield to only one proton per photon77 . This constitutive requirement of iron for

221

functional chlorophototrophy but not retinalophototrophy represents a major resource limitation
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222

for chlorophototrophs, especially in oligotrophic environments such as the open ocean where iron

223

levels are limiting78 .

224

Ecological niche partitioning between phototrophic pathways

225

At first glance the functional differences between retinalophototrophy and chlorophototrophy

226

appear to stem entirely from their disparate evolutionary histories and compositions. However,

227

upon closer inspection these differences appear remarkably coordinated, suggesting that the two of

228

them have precisely partitioned the space of phototrophic ecological niches in two, each filling a

229

different and complementary subset. This has fundamental implications for the early evolution of

230

phototrophy, and evolutionary innovations more broadly.

231

Most trivially, the light-gathering pigments used by the core machinery of chlorophototrophs and

232

retinalophototrophs are spectrally distinct. Retinal primarily absorbs the green wavelengths of visible

233

light, while chlorophyll primarily absorbs in the red and blue wavelengths. This apparent partitioning

234

of the electromagnetic spectrum is somewhat mitigated by the fact that chlorophototrophs contain

235

many accessory pigments aside from basic chlorophyll which can expand their effective absorption

236

spectrum into the green wavelengths.

237

Nutrient requirements differ substantially between the two systems. Retinalophototrophy solely

238

uses a small protein and an organic pigment to pump protons while chlorophototrophic reaction

239

centers contain iron and are dependent upon functionally-coupled electron transport chain compo15
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240

nents that also require iron. Retainalotrophy is thus favored under low-iron conditions, which are

241

pervasive throughout much of the oceans79 . Indeed, it appears that up to 50% of individual bacterial

242

cells present in the oligotrophic open ocean express microbial rhodopsins52 , declining in frequency

243

in more nutrient rich environments51, 80 . This iron-dependent niche partitioning is illustrated well in

244

polar diatoms, eukaryotic phototrophs utilizing both oxygenic photosynthesis and proton-pumping

245

rhodopsins: rhosopsin expression is sharply upregulated during iron starvation in a homeostatic

246

response to maintain energy metabolism81, 82 . Iron limitation thus favors retinalophototrophy, even

247

though it is significantly less efficient per unit photon absorbed.

248

The greater efficiency per unit light intercepted by chlorophototrophs compared to retinalopho-

249

totrophs (along with their capacity to perform redox reactions and thereby directly fix carbon)

250

would, at first glance, imply they are strictly superior under all circumstances without iron limitation.

251

However, efficiency of energy capture per absorbed photon represents just one element of a complex

252

ecological and biophysical trade-off. All metabolic machinery carries with it an investment cost

253

in protein mass - the infrastructure must be built before it can transduce energy or nutrients, and

254

has a finite lifetime before being either recycled or diluted away by growth and division. As such,

255

every metabolic pathway also has a rate of return on investment. In order to determine the return on

256

investment available from multiple phototrophic pathways, one must take into account the mass per

257

functional unit, the rate of operation of the protein machinery, and the yield per cycle, yielding a

258

specific energy flux per unit protein mass.

16
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Figure 4: Ecological comparison between chlorophototrophy and retinalophototrophy. A) Calculated maximum pumped proton flux available per kDa of protein mass of anoxygenic purple bacterial
reaction centers, oxygenic reaction centers, proteorhodopsin, and bacteriorhodopsin at saturating
levels of light. Microbial rhodopsins saturate at much higher specific metabolic energy fluxes than
reaction centers. B) Calculated proton flux available per kilodalton of mass of different phototrophic
systems at different light intensities. Chlorophototrophic reaction centers produce more energy
flux at low light levels compared to microbial rhodopsins, but saturate quickly, while microbial
rhodopsins function best at high light levels with higher specific metabolic energy fluxes. C) Calculated maximum pumped proton flux available per kDa per unit incident light in microeinsteins per
square meter. Chlorophototrophic reaction centers are capable of extracting much more energy flux
per unit incident light. D) Calculated energy flux per kilodalton of machinery per microeinstein of
incident light. Chlorophototrophic reaction centers are significantly more efficient per unit incident
light when light is scarce, but rapidly saturate due to having large absorption cross sections per
reaction center, thereby gathering more light than can be converted to energy. Microbial rhodopsins,
on the other hand, are significantly less efficient per photon, but use light more efficiently than
chlorophototrophy when light levels are high. See Supplement S1 for calculations.
17
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Table 2: Chlorophototrophic and Retinalophototrophic Energy Flux Per Unit Mass
Anoxygenic RC

Oxygenic RC Proteorhodopsin

Bacteriorhodopsin

Total Protein mass / RC
Electrons s-1
Protons s-1
Protons s-1 kDa-1

∼835 kDa
∼150
∼300
0.36

∼2098 kDa
∼350
∼700
0.33

27 kDa
0
∼25
0.92

26 kDa
0
>50
>1.92

Normalized Protons s-1 kDa-1

1.08

1

2.78

>5.76

Proton flux per unit protein mass available to different phototrophic machineries at full light
saturation. See supplement S1 for calculations.

259

We calculated this effective energy flux per unit investment of different phototrophic systems

260

based on a literature review of these values for anoxygenic chlorophototrophic RCs, oxygenic RCs,

261

and two different microbial rhodopsins (proteorhodopsin and bacteriorhodopsin)30, 34, 44, 54, 68, 69, 71, 83–94 .

262

We quantified the effective flux in terms of protons pumped per kilodalton per second at saturating

263

light levels (See Table 2 and Supplement S1). Despite their higher efficiency per photon absorbed

264

and faster photocycle, chlorophototrophic machinery is so much more massive than microbial

265

rhodopsins that their specific energy flux per unit mass is significantly lower. Proteorhodopsin and

266

bacteriorhodopsin are calculated as 2.78-fold and 5.76-fold more efficient per unit investment than

267

oxygenic RCs respectively, with anoxygenic RCs roughly equivalent to oxygenic RCs (Table 2

268

Figure 4 A, and Supplement S1).

269

A primary reason for low energy flux per unit investment in chlorophototrophic machinery is

270

the presence of large antenna pigments which feed absorbed light energy into reaction centers.

271

This means that the effective absorption cross section per functional chlorophototrophic unit is

272

much larger than the cross section per retinalophototrophic unit. The relative performance of these
18
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273

systems thus varies drastically according to ambient light intensity (although the absorption cross

274

section per kilodalton of machinery is very similar between the two - see Supplemental Figure 2).

275

When calculating the effect of these differences between absorption cross sections and saturation

276

of the phototrophic machinery at varied light levels (see Supplement S1), we find that this greater

277

return per unit investment for retinalophototrophs only manifests at high light (Figure 4 B). The

278

small protein mass and presence of only a single retinal pigment in a microbial rhodopsin ensures a

279

small cross section which requires intense ambient light for the machinery to be used effectively.

280

Conversely, the large absorption cross section available to the massive chlorophototrophic system is

281

nearly saturated above low light levels of less than 500 microeinsteins per square meter per second,

282

but at these lower light levels maintains a higher energy flux per unit infrastructure. By dividing

283

the function of the return per unit investment of each phototrophic system by the level of ambient

284

light, we produced functions of the efficiency per unit ambient light in units of protons pumped

285

per kilodalton per second, per microeinstein of light per square meter per second (Figure 4 C, D).

286

While chlorophototrophic reaction centers are more efficient per unit ambient light in the limit of

287

low light, this is reversed at higher light levels.

288

The differences between chlorophototrophy and retinalophototrophy stem from an intrinsic bio-

289

physical trade-off. It is not possible to build a phototrophic system that has both high metabolic

290

efficiency per unit investment (protein infrastructure), and high metabolic efficiency per unit of

291

a rare limiting resource (ambient light). Chlorophototrophy is efficient per unit light at low light

292

levels and requires large amounts of protein investment, while in high light levels retinalophototro-
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293

phy produces higher energy flux at lower levels of investment. This fits the observed physical

294

distribution of phototrophs in the ocean and ecological distribution of these pathways. Retinalopho-

295

totrophs are observed at their highest levels in surface ocean waters with high light levels, while

296

chlorophototrophs become most common at slightly deeper levels of the ocean at which light has

297

been partially absorbed51 . Chlorophototrophy requires a significant fraction of the proteome to be

298

invested to result in an effective energy flux and is the only phototrophic pathway observed in obli-

299

gate phototrophs37, 43 . Retinalophototrophy is observed in fully 50% of bacteria in the open ocean

300

and is frequently present in heterotrophs52, 93, 95 , which appear to frequently use it as a backstop to

301

prevent starvation and increase biomass yield of heterotrophic metabolism49–51 .

302

A similar trade-off is observed across the diversity of heterotrophic metabolic machineries. The

303

difference between respiration and fermentation itself is an example - respiration can produce

304

several times the ATP per unit substrate consumed while producing less than half the energy flux

305

per unit protein mass96 . The two most common glycolytic pathways - the Etner-Doudoroff (ED)

306

and Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway - share precisely this relationship as well. The EMP

307

pathway produces twice the ATP per unit carbohydrate consumed as the ED pathway, but requires

308

5-fold more protein mass, and thus produces approximately 40% the energy flux per kilodalton of

309

protein97 . Just as chlorophototrophic pathways use more protein then retinalophototrophy to acquire

310

more energy from a small quantity of light and are seen in obligate phototrophs, the EMP pathway

311

is seen more frequently than the ED pathway in obligate anaerobes which cannot switch to aerobic

312

respiration and must obtain more energy from their limited available substrate.
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313

Differences in the cost of metabolic machinery have major implications for growth and ecology.

314

The larger the fraction of a cell’s proteome must be put towards the generation and maintenance

315

of energy and resources, the smaller the fraction of the proteome can go towards growth and

316

development98 . This leads to a series of ‘growth laws’99, 100 which dictate that, all else being equal,

317

a larger investment of protein being used to efficiently consume a rare resource leads to a slower

318

growth rate due to less investment in ribosomes and anabolic functions. The optimal allocation

319

of costly metabolic enzymes under situations of differing growth rate and resource availability

320

therefore explains much of the long-observed trade-off between microbial growth rate and biomass

321

yield96, 98, 100, 101 . Rapid growth and low yield occurs on abundant resources, while slow growth and

322

high yield occurs on scarce resources. Only recently has optimal proteome allocation been analyzed

323

in the context of phototrophy and autotrophy in general102–104 , but the principles are identical when

324

ambient light is treated as a metabolic resource.

325

Thus, chlorophototrophy and retinalophototrophy have partitioned phototrophic niche space.

326

Chlorophototrophy is a high-investment strategy suitable for environments of low growth rate, low

327

ambient light resources, or for specialists investing heavily in a single pathway in any environment

328

(i.e., obligate photoautotrophs). Retinalophototrophy is a low-investment strategy suitable for

329

situations of higher growth rate, high ambient light resources, or for flexible metabolic generalists

330

capable of using either phototrophy or heterotrophic metabolism. Taken together with other

331

divergent properties (Table 1), including chlorophototrophy’s requirement of limiting iron and the

332

ease of horizontal transfer of retinalophototrophic capacity over evolutionary time, the properties of
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333

these two phototrophic pathways are strikingly complementary.

334

Ecological interference, evolutionary priority effects, and major evolutionary innovations

335

The complementary nature of Earth’s two phototrophic systems suggests that their properties

336

have co-evolved, rather than their properties being independent of each other. In particular, we

337

propose that the evolution of phototrophy has been shaped by the phenomenon of evolutionary

338

priority effects. Much like an ecological priority effect in which the first organisms to colonize a

339

habitat become difficult to displace105, 106 , an evolutionary priority effect is a process by which a

340

poorly-adapted newcomer evolves into a new ecological niche, suppressing the evolution of similar

341

newcomers which could fill the same niche106–108 .

342

Each extreme of the efficiency per unit investment / efficiency per unit light trade-off represents a

343

different emergent phototrophic niche. The set of optimal machineries for a given situation repre-

344

sents a Pareto front on a graph of these two variables against each other109, 110 (Figure 5). Evolution

345

optimizes phototrophic systems towards this front but once it is reached increasing efficiency along

346

one axis requires decreasing it along the other axis, meaning that a mature phototrophic machinery

347

is constrained to evolve along this front. Critically, architectural limitations may have prevented a

348

single phototrophic ancestor from diversifying sufficiently to fill all phototrophic niches along this

349

Pareto front. Microbial rhodopsins are a small, light-driven proton pump driven by isomerization of

350

a single small molecule, which only allows a single proton to be pumped per photocycle47 . It would

351

be difficult, if not impossible, for it to be reworked into a more efficient form without a complete
22
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of hypothesized evolutionary history of phototrophic metabolism
on Earth. All modern chlorophototrophs (dark green circles) and retinalophototrophs (dark purple
diamonds) lay roughly along a ‘Pareto front’ representing a trade-off between energy captured per incident photon and wattage available per unit phototrophic infrastructure. Representative differences
are illustrated above the curve, with differences in antenna pigments (green and purple funnels)
and electron transport chains (orange oval accessory components) contributing to differences in
energy flux and energy yield within each class of phototrophs. Early chlorophototrophs (light green
circles) and retinalophototrophs (light purple diamonds) lay far away from this Pareto front, and
rapidly evolved towards it, subsequently diversifying along the front (arrows). An architectural
limitation (red line) prevented whichever evolved first from diversifying to fill all positions on the
trade-off curve Pareto front, allowing a second novel phototroph sufficiently different to evolve and
fill the rest of the Pareto front. Each phototrophic metabolism suppresses the evolution of novel
unrelated phototrophic pathways that are ecologically similar to it but strictly inferior in their initial,
unoptimized forms (red Xs).
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352

restructuring. Without any redox-active cofactors in its structure, it cannot be recruited to interact

353

with electron transport chains or redox metabolism. Rhodopsin thus appears to be incapable of

354

evolving to pump more than one proton per photon and efficiently using available light resources,

355

although its small mass means it enjoys a high maximum energy flux per unit mass.

356

Conversely, the mass of the core machinery of the chlorophototrophic reaction center appears

357

to be constrained, such that it cannot be reduced below a relatively large minimum size. While

358

proteobacterial type II RCs have either lost or never acquired the integrated antenna domains

359

common to other RCs41 , the core catalytic subunit appears to never mass under approximately 150

360

kilodaltons87 or contain fewer than a minimum of eight cofactor molecules87, 111 . This minimal

361

unit likely cannot be shrunk further while retaining its function in redox metabolism, limiting its

362

maximum energy flux per unit mass even as it enjoys a high efficiency per unit light captured.

363

In our model of evolutionary priority effects, whichever pathway evolved first would have been

364

unable to fill all available phototrophic ecological niches. Chlorophototrophy and retinalophototro-

365

phy would be architecturally limited to one or another end of the tradeoff between energy flux

366

per unit protein investment and energy flux per unit light. Once either phototrophic pathway had

367

diversified, it would engender an evolutionary priority effect preventing other similar rudimentary

368

phototrophic systems from becoming established (Figure 5). However, it would have been unable to

369

suppress the evolution of a phototrophic pathway sufficiently distinct on one of the key trade-off

370

axes. This new system would then have been able to fill the remaining ecological niches left vacant
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371

by the first system, suppressing the subsequent evolution of phototrophy and resulting in the dual

372

singularity we observe today.

373

If this model is correct, the fact that a second ecologically-complementary phototrophic pathway

374

evolved suggests that the origin of novel phototrophic systems is not necessarily a low-probability,

375

evolutionarily-difficult innovation. Instead, it suggests that early forays into phototrophy may have

376

occurred many times in the history of life. All but two of these novel, unoptimized pathways would

377

simply have been driven to extinction by competition with the well-adapted first movers.

378

More generally, our results imply that the evolution of singular innovations may be less difficult

379

than they appear. Easily accessible innovations can be preserved for long periods of time as apparent

380

singularities or near-singularities when evolutionary priority effects strongly inhibit subsequent

381

innovation. The extent to which evolutionary priority effects can constrain subsequent innovation

382

depends on the underlying niche structure. In the absence of either competition or evolutionary

383

priority effects, innovations are not suppressed and are free to evolve repeatedly. Multicellularity,

384

for example, has evolved many times1 , allowing for fundamentally different multicellular life

385

history strategies to evolve in different lineages (as in Figure 6A). The evolution of fungi does not

386

constrain the evolution of plants or animals, for instance. In contrast, singularities are expected when

387

there is a singular niche and no strict architectural limitations, like those which have emergently

388

prevented chlorophototrophs or retinalophototrophs from evolving to dominate all phototrophic

389

niches (Figure 6B). Life itself, an ancient singularity, may in a sense occupy a single, broad niche,
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Figure 6: Evolutionary priority effects and their impact on major evolutionary innovation. A) The
filling of ecological niches in a system with low evolutionary priority effects. A large number of
separate innovations fill separate niches. This model fits the multiple origins of complex multicellularity. B) The hypothesized impact of evolutionary priority effects on the evolution of phototrophy,
perpetuating a ‘dual singularity’. Two innovations (chlorophototrophy and retinalophototrophy,
green and purple) fill two unbridgeable niches and evolve to stability (darkening shades), while
additional innovations which could exploit these niches continually evolve (other colors) but are
too evolutionarily immature (light shades) to compete with established players. C) Hypothesized
circumstance of evolutionary priority effects maintaining the appearance of an ‘evolutionary singularity’ - a single innovation can fill all available niches of a given type, and continually outcompetes
novel evolutionarily young innovations. The singular origin of life and of eukaryogenesis could be
represented by this model.
390

in which powerful evolutionary priority effects suppress secondary origins of inefficient and simple

391

novel replicators and protocells (as in Figure 6C). The evolution of eukaryotes, another singularity

392

of profound importance, could represent a similar case of a newcomer inventing a transformative

393

capability - most likely phagocytosis or other capacities for complex and flexible cell morphology112

394

- and subsequently suppressing secondary origins.
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395

396

Evidence for ancient suppressed major innovations

Understanding the origins of evolutionary innovations that occurred billions of years ago poses

397

considerable challenges. Surviving phototrophic pathways do not bear direct evidence of evolu-

398

tionary priority effects in their structures, but instead only in their relationship to each other. The

399

extinction of prospective newcomers after niches are filled makes it difficult to directly test the

400

hypothesis that additional phototrophic pathways could have evolved but have been suppressed

401

through competition. However, direct evidence of independently originating light-harvesting path-

402

ways which have not been refined into niche-defining and biosphere-changing metabolic pathways

403

may survive to the present day in the form of light-driven processes that are not involved directly in

404

energy metabolism. Specifically, they may be preserved if they are co-opted for some ancillary pur-

405

pose unconnected to any particular phototrophic niche, and thus provide a selective advantage while

406

not competing with entrenched phototrophic metabolisms. Such preserved pathways would likely

407

be comparatively unoptimized, using generic cofactors rather than dedicated pigment molecules, as

408

they have not been subject to the strong selection present when a significant metabolic flux passes

409

through a specialized pathway.

410

Two modern pathways are of particular interest in their similarity to this template. The most

411

well-studied is DNA repair mediated by photolyases, using light energy to repair pyrimidine dimers

412

created by ultraviolet radiation113 . A second, more recently discovered class of proteins known

413

as fatty acid photodecarboxylases also use light energy for the production of hydrocarbon oils in

414

algae in a very similar way114 . Their mechanism of operation resembles that of chlorophototrophic
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415

reaction centers, while being composed of non-homologous components. The active site of both

416

of these proteins contains FAD - a redox cofactor, which happens to absorb and interact with light

417

incidental to its main function as an electron carrier due to its large set of fused aromatic rings.

418

Held nearby in the enzyme is an additional molecule of MTHF (a cofactor involved in methyl group

419

metabolism) or 8-HDF (a molecule related to but slightly modified from ordinary flavins), both of

420

which also happen to be incidentally photoactive. But in photolyases and fatty acid decarboxylases,

421

rather than performing any methyl-group chemistry or redox chemistry, the large absorption cross

422

section for visible light of both of these is instead exploited. They function as an antenna pigment,

423

absorbing photons that would not be absorbed by FAD, and transferring this energy into the FAD

424

and exciting it113, 115 . Once excited, FAD then transfers an electron to the substrate and reduces it,

425

transiently becoming a radical stabilized by the apoprotein and a very strong oxidizing agent113–115 .

426

This electron triggers a rearrangement of bonds in the substrate, repairing a pyrimidine dimer or

427

decarboxylating a fatty acid, before returning to the oxidized FAD in a form of localized circular

428

electron flow.

429

Thus, photolyases and fatty acid photodecarboxylases contain repurposed ordinary metabolic

430

and redox cofactors which happen to be photoactive independent of their primary functions. They

431

contain antenna pigments, transferring excitations into redox-active cofactors at active sites of

432

proteins, analogous to the light-gathering chlorophylls and central redox-active chlorophylls of

433

chlorophototrophic reaction centers. Both drive a form of circular electron flow, much as chloropho-

434

totrophic reaction centers drive circular electron trasport chains to capture biological energy. Their
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435

similarities to photosynthetic machinery have been noticed by numerous authors in the astrobiologi-

436

cal literature, and used as proof of concept for alternate phototrophic metabolisms that never came

437

to be on Earth115, 116 . It is not difficult to imagine how these light-transducing systems could become

438

more optimized over evolutionary time, with customization of FAD and MTHF into dedicated

439

phototrophic pigments and their electron flow being directed into electron transport chains and

440

redox metabolism for carbon fixation. And yet they never were, and we instead observe this unique

441

bit of photochemistry pushed to the margins of metabolism, directly driving DNA repair and other

442

metabolic reactions that require a small, local circular electron flow rather than a simple reducing or

443

oxidizing agent. These two apparently independent reactions are precisely what would be expected

444

of a remnant of separate origins of prospective phototrophic metabolism if it were to survive by

445

being applied to a purpose independent of phototrophy, and provide evidence for the existence of an

446

alternate evolvable phototrophic metabolism that has been driven to the margins by incumbents.

447

These ancillary photoactive pathways may recapitulate something of the nature of the earliest

448

phototrophic systems, before they were optimized and became capable of suppressing newcomers.

449

While the nature of the earliest retinalophototrophic machinery is somewhat mysterious, as the small

450

protein’s limited homology with anything except eukaryotic G-protein coupled receptors and sensory

451

rhodopsins restricts inferences of their early evolution20, 117 , the nature of the earliest precursors

452

of chlorophototrophy are relatively well constrained. Several main structural attributes of the last

453

common ancestor of the reaction center complex can be inferred29, 118–120 . All reaction centers

454

contain three central pairs of carefully coordinated chlorophyll or bacteriochlorophyll molecules
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455

that when excited are able to trigger electron transfer, as well as additional pigment molecules

456

both in the reaction center itself and in associated antenna pigments transferring their energy to the

457

redox-active catalytic center. This combination of a redox-active central complex plus antennas

458

seems to be ancient. It has also been clear for decades that chlorophyll is evolutionarily related to

459

tetrapyrroles such as heme23, 31, 32 . Heme is a redox cofactor, binding iron to carry electrons through

460

electron transport chains or perform catalysis in enzymes (its role in binding oxygen in animal

461

globins being a late, derived function). Thus, the chlorophototrophic system is likely ultimately

462

derived from a modified respiratory electron transport chain component23 . Heme already is mildly

463

photoactive much like flavins and MTHF. It absorbs ultraviolet and short-wavelength visible light,

464

though this usually results in destruction of the molecule121, 122 . Synthesis of chlorophyll involves

465

the modification of the common tetrapyrrole backbone and insertion of a different bound ion which

466

tunes its absorption features further into the visible light range and its available excited states into

467

those which can reversibly transfer electrons. Heme or another tetrapyrrole was likely optimized

468

into a dedicated pigment over evolutionary time, in the context of an electron transport chain driven

469

by external redox couples that came to be able to rely on internal generation of redox power.

470

Marginalized secondary origins of major evolutionary innovations may not be unique to the

471

evolution of phototrophy. Eukaryogenesis has long been considered an exemplar of an evolution-

472

ary singularity, with nothing remotely similar to eukaryogenesis having occurred a second time.

473

However, with the discovery of the Asgard archaea, a clade bearing numerous proteins previously

474

believed to be specific to eukaryotes123 including functional cytoskeletal components124 and even
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475

SNARE proteins associated with endomembrane systems125 , the uniqueness of eukaryotes has been

476

cast into doubt. The significance of these archaea, most of which have never been imaged and are

477

entirely inferred from metagenomic samples, is unclear given their apparent close evolutionary

478

affinity with eukaryotes. Recently, an even more striking example of a separate invention of complex

479

cellular architecture has been discovered - a subset of planctomycete bacteria which possesses a

480

phagotrophic lifestyle, consuming other bacteria in a manner previously thought to be unique to

481

eukaryotes126 . This bacterial group has long been known for large size and an unusually complex if

482

poorly understood cellular architecture127, 128 and has convergently evolved a proteome uniquely rich

483

in gene duplications and and large multidomain proteins for a bacterium129 , qualitatively similar

484

to those of simple eukaryotes. Does the evolution of this phagotrophic bacterium represent an

485

independent invention of complex cell architecture and increased genetic complexity analogous to

486

eukaryogenesis, and if so what could have protected it from interference from incumbent eukaryotes

487

in its unique ecological niche? One possibility is metabolic niche partitioning. Planctomycete bacte-

488

ria are known for having remarkably specialized metabolisms, including the anammox reaction130 .

489

Eukaryotes are notoriously limited in their metabolic repertoire compared to bacteria, instead

490

relying on size and morphological complexity for adaptation to new niches112 . One possibility

491

is that a highly specialized metabolic niche could have protected this lineage from competition

492

with eukaryotes, allowing them to evade suppression by evolutionary priority effects and evolve

493

eukaryote-like cellular properties.
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494

Conclusion

495

Phototrophy is among the most important innovations in the history of life, fundamentally

496

changing the biosphere. It is unique among major biological innovations in that it has evolved not

497

once, and not many times- it arose precisely twice. Here we show that the two origins of phototrophy

498

are mechanistically and ecologically complementary, having partitioned phototrophic niche space

499

along a set of trade-offs that prevent either mechanism from becoming dominant. Under low-light

500

conditions, chlorophorophy captures energy from light more efficiently than retinalophototrophy,

501

but saturates more quickly, becoming less efficient at high irradiance. Chlorophototrophy requires a

502

cell to construct a large iron-containing reaction center, making it less efficient in terms of energy

503

per unit protein, and susceptible to inhibition under oligotrophic conditions.

504

Architectural limitations inherent to each type of photosynthesis appear to prevent either

505

chlorophototrophs or retainalophototrophs from occupying the entire niche space for phototrophs,

506

creating the opportunity for the stable coexistance of both pathways. The fact that phototrophy has

507

evolved just two times over the past 3.5 billion years, particularly given the existence of alternative

508

pathways capable of generating energy from light, suggests that additional independent origins have

509

been suppressed by evolutionary priority effects. We are not the first to argue that priority effects

510

could lead to evolutionary singularities21 , but until now, it has been impossible to disentangle this

511

hypothesis from the possibility that most impactful singularities exist because they are rare and

512

evolutionarily difficult.
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513

The origin of major evolutionary innovations cannot be understood outside of their ecological and

514

evolutionary contexts. Fundamental questions still remain unresolved: how pervasive is competitive

515

suppression due to evolutionary priority effects? What determines an innovation’s niche structure?

516

Within the same niche, does competitive exclusion always occur? Three lines of future work stand

517

to be especially informative: First, we should integrate theoretical and empirical approaches to

518

understand the conditions under which evolutionary priority effects constrain innovation. Second,

519

we should make use of Earth’s natural experiments, comparing the innovations that have occurred

520

repeatedly (e.g., multicellularity, super-organismality, C4 photosynthesis) to those that have occurred

521

just once or twice (e.g., phototrophy, eukaryogenesis). Finally, we should search for undiscovered

522

vestiges of independent innovations that have survived either by alleviating evolutionary priority

523

effects or by having their function modified to avoid competition with the ‘primary’ innovation.

524

Together, this work stands to provide significant insight into the nature of evolutionary innovations

525

and the origin of complex life.
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